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Xu Zhengjie’s pupils contracted, and his excitement was unprecedented.

This is the moment of his decisive victory.

Seeing the combination of energy and matter in the machine, Xu Zhengjie’s heart was about to fly out
of

his throat.

“Boom!!!”

accompanied by a dull sound.

The perfect combination of energy and matter.

But what Levi Garrison and Wen Lei were worried about did not appear.

The two worried that this experiment might blow up the entire base and so on.
But this is just an experiment.

And it succeeded.

The most important thing is that Xu Zhengjie did not show anything unusual.

It’s a normal experiment.

Levi Garrison and Wen Lei looked at each other, and the meaning was obvious-could it be that we
were

thinking wrong?

The experiment was successful and everyone was cheering.

The significance of this experiment is that Xu Zhengjie has once again raised the killing weapon to a
new

level.

You can upgrade to version 3.0.

Nothing happened, Levi Garrison and Wen Lei were still very happy.

Levi Garrison then left.

As for Xu Zhengjie after the experiment, he showed an inexplicable smile.

“Wen Lei Levi , don’t you think I didn’t know you were staring at me? Since Levi Garrison came, I’ve

discovered it a long time ago!”

Xu Zhengjie sneered coldly.

During this time, Wen Lei had been staring at him, but he had actually discovered it a long time ago.

In this regard, he used his own way to treat his own body.

In fact, he was monitoring Wen Lei’s every move early.

Including Wen Lei’s call records and so on.

As long as Wen Lei has any changes, Xu Zhengjie knows the first time.

So when Wen Lei asked Levi to come here, he knew immediately.

Therefore, Xu Zhengjie cancelled today’s crazy plan and followed the normal experiment.

Only then did Levi Garrison and Wen Lei conceal it.

“Levi Garrison, in fact, I have succeeded! After all, I have succeeded in ten experiments! This will make
my plan

a better success rate! Wait, I will quietly conduct real experiments soon!”

Xu Zhengjie laughed wildly .

In this regard, Levi Garrison and Wen Lei did not know.

Especially Wen Lei.

She never expected that she, who had a high position in the base, was actually being monitored.

Those colleagues who used to listen to Xu Zhengjie now stare at her for Xu Zhengjie.

The other side.

Levi Garrison came to watch Xu Zhengjie’s kung fu, dozens of masters from overseas all arrived.

After they found Levilia’s position, they launched a frantic attack.

Just to capture or punish you.

After the first batch of masters came to the courtyard, a large number of masters suddenly appeared

from all around.

“With our Phoenix Palace, who dares to touch our genius in Erudia!”

“Yes, we are here, who dares to touch Levilia with a finger!”

“Since you come all the way to kill Levilia, it will be forever Stay here!”

…

Team after team of masters appeared.

Even the secret team that Levi Garrison arranged next to Levilia never had a chance to appear.

These are Erudia’s martial arts forces, and they all want to accept Levilia as apprentices.

Hearing that Levilia is in trouble, all these forces have emerged.

This happens to be an opportunity.

This is something that overseas masters never expected.

They want to kill, but more people come to protect.

A big battle between the two sides is about to break out.

Levilia’s defense battle finally won.

These masters from overseas were all killed.

None of them were left.

…

This time there are seventy-four waves of forces who came to save Levilia.

Some of these forces still have the pseudo-seventh heaven and the seventh-heavy strongmen.

It is enough to see how valuable Levilia is.

It’s totally in demand.

“Thank you so much!” The

crisis was lifted, and the Lopez and Black family appeared with Levilia.

Some of these forces are spontaneous.

Some are the backers of Lopez and Black’s ties.

But this also reflects Levilia’s talent.

“Since everyone is here, let’s talk about the question of where this genius belongs to?”

